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Abstract

This paper presents a new hybrid method for automated thunderstorm observation
by tracking and monitoring of electrically charged cells (ec-TRAM). The developed
algorithm combines information about intense ground precipitation derived from low-
level radar-reflectivity scans with three-dimensionally resolved lightning data, which5

are provided by the European VLF/LF lightning detection network LINET. Based on
the already existing automated radar tracker rad-TRAM (Kober and Tafferner, 2009),
the new method li-TRAM identifies and tracks electrically active regions in thunder-
clouds using lightning data only. The algorithm ec-TRAM uses the output of the two
autonomously operating routines rad-TRAM and li-TRAM in order to assess, track,10

and monitor a more comprehensive picture of thunderstorms. The main motivation
of this work is to assess the benefit of three-dimensionally resolved total lightning
information (TL) for thunderstorm tracking and nowcasting. The focus is laid on the
temporal development whereby TL is characterized by an effective in-cloud (IC) and
cloud-to-ground (CG) event-discrimination. It is found that the algorithms li-TRAM and15

ec-TRAM are both feasible methods for thunderstorm nowcasting. The tracking per-
formance of li-TRAM turns out to be comparable to that of rad-TRAM, a result that
strongly encourages utilization of lightning data as independent data source for thun-
derstorm tracking. It is found that lightning data allow an accurate and close monitoring
of storm regions with intense internal dynamics as soon as convection induces electri-20

cal activity. A case study shows that the current short-term storm dynamics are clearly
reflected in the amount of strokes, change of stroke rates and IC/CG ratio. The hybrid
method ec-TRAM outperforms rad-TRAM and li-TRAM regarding reliability and con-
tinuous assessment of storm tracks especially in more complexly developing storms,
where the use of discharge information contributes to more detailed information about25

storm stage and storm evolution.
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1 Introduction

Hazardous impact of thunderstorm-related phenomena like heavy rain, hail, and light-
ning strikes render short-term prediction (nowcasting) of thunderstorm propagation and
evolution an important issue for weather-related dangers. Storm monitoring as accurate
as possible and a better understanding of the driving processes, together with a well-5

set monitoring of crucial storm parameters, can contribute to improve the prediction of
extreme non-linear developments.

Up to recently, radar and satellite data were the common data sources for operational
tracking and short-term nowcasting of thunderstorms, since they allow to detect and
monitor storms over time and provide useful local information about the storm structure10

and development (Soul et al., 2002; Hering et al., 2004; Forster and Tafferner, 2009;
Rossi et al., 2010). Lightning information is used primarily as an additional data source
to obtain a more comprehensive picture about the development stage of a storm. Es-
pecially the onset and magnitude of electctrical activity can be objectively assessed,
which otherwise can only be estimated from indirect parameters such as certain thresh-15

olds in radar reflectivity. In most previous studies, lightning events are considered only
within a pre-identified cell volume defined by other data sources (Soul et al., 2002;
Yeung et al., 2007; Forster and Tafferner, 2009).

Due to the evolution of more efficient and more accurate lightning detection sys-
tems, general use of lightning data increases steadily. The data is especially inter-20

esting for monitoring of severe storms in regions where no or unsufficient other high-
resolution data is available for observation of deep convection, for example over the
Mediterranean Sea (Price et al., 2011; Kohn et al., 2010), in data-sparse areas of the
Alps (Bertram and Mayr, 2004), and for tropical cyclones over oceans (Demetriades
and Holle, 2006). Because of low detection efficiencies in the areas of interest, these25

studies are restricted to persistent, long-lived storm types with strong electrical dis-
charges. Some studies exist, where lightning data and radar data were both used as
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independent, complementary data sources for thunderstorm tracking (Steinacker et al.,
2000) and nowcasting (Rossi et al., 2010).

Since 2005 the new VLF/LF lightning detection network LINET (Lightning Location
Network (Betz et al., 2009)) provides operational lightning data in real time. LINET al-
lows accurate localization with a statistical average error of down to 100 m inside a net-5

work, and high detection efficiency by reporting weak strokes with range-normalized
currents as low as a few kA. By employing an advanced modification of the commonly
used time-of-arrival (TOA) method, LINET calculates the emission height of a discharge
source in addition to the two-dimensional location (latitude and longitude). This allows
for a consistent discrimination between in-cloud and cloud-to-ground strokes that is10

independent of stroke parameters (e.g. like peak current and amplitude).
This paper focuses on three aspects: (1) the usefulness and performance of iden-

tifying and tracking thunderstorms based on lightning data alone and compared to
conventional tracking using radar data, (2) the further improvement of thunderstorm
nowcasting by a hybrid lightning and radar method (ec-TRAM), and (3) the compre-15

hensive in-cloud and cloud-to-ground event discrimination.
The cell tracking algorithms described in this paper are based on a method, which

has been introduced with the satellite data-based cloud tracker Cb-TRAM by Zinner
et al. (2008) and further applied to radar data (Kober and Tafferner, 2009). The track-
ing method identifies continuous regions of a specific character (e.g. intensified precip-20

itation) as individual cell objects. A pixel-based displacement vector field is calculated
by using the pyramidal-image matching method, which has been introduced by Zinner
et al. (2008). The cells are then extrapolated and tracked by employing the displace-
ment vector field. Both algorithms have proven to be useful tools for thunderstorm
nowcasting, which are capable to identify and track persistent storm cells over time.25

Their good performance encourages the application of this method to lightning data. In
this paper, the output of all three storm cell-trackers is combined and the mutual benefit
discussed.
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2 Methods and Data

2.1 Concept ec-TRAM

Ec-TRAM is designed to identify, track, and monitor thunderstorms based on convective
precipitation and lightning patterns. The algorithm consists of two separately operating
basic routines, one for radar-detected precipitation, and one for lightning patterns. They5

independently identify, track, and monitor intense ground precipitation regions and elec-
trically active areas. Based on the radar-cell tracking algorithm rad-TRAM (tracking and
monitoring of radar-cells) as described in Kober and Tafferner (2009), intense ground
precipitation fields are identified by analyzing low level radar scans. The lightning-cell
tracking algorithm li-TRAM (tracking and monitoring of lightning-cells) is used to iden-10

tify electrically active storm regions by analyzing lightning data. In the following, a cell
object identified by rad-TRAM is termed radar-cell, a cell object identified by li-TRAM
is termed lightning-cell. For each time step the ec-TRAM routine combines the infor-
mation of corresponding radar- and lightning-cells by searching for spatial overlaps
of contemporary cell objects (Fig. 1). A cell object, which is finally identified by ec-15

TRAM, is called ec-TRAM cell. Ec-TRAM cells are separately tracked (Fig. 2). The
steps to identify an ec-TRAM cell are described later in this section. Although the ec-
TRAM setup principally provides the possibility to nowcast storm position and shape,
the evaluation of this feature has been left to future studies. Based on the data used in
this work, ec-TRAM uses a temporal resolution of 5 min and a horizontal resolution of20

0.01◦ longitude×0.005◦ latitude (approximately 0.7km×0.55km).

2.1.1 Data base

The rad-TRAM algorithm (Kober and Tafferner, 2009) was originally developed to op-
erate on the 7-level DWD (German Weather Service) radar composite data, which is
provided every 15 min on a 2km×2km grid. For the present study the algorithm has25

been adapted to the finer resolved low-level precipitation scans of the DWD C-band
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Doppler radar in Fürholzen near Munich. Every 5 min this scan provides 17 reflectivity
levels on a 1km×1km grid. The reflectivity levels, numbered from 0 to 16, represent
the following reflectivity step boundaries in dBZ: < 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 34, 37, 40, 43,
46, 49, 51, 53, 55, 59, > 59. Radar data have not been further preprocessed.

Three-dimensionally resolved total-lightning data are provided by the European light-5

ning detection network LINET (Betz et al., 2009, 2007). By calculating the discharge
height, the network routinely discriminates IC and CG events. Lightning data are cate-
gorized in three classes: secure CG events, secure IC events, and unclassified events.
The last class includes those events, which do not meet the critera for a ’secure’ as-
signment, which is a combination of height information, location error, and the distance10

to the closest sensor (Betz et al., 2009, 2007). The respective fractions of secure IC,
secure CG, and unclassified was found to be 60% : 30% : 10%, respectively, whereby
the data set contained 199592 events that have been finally used for this study (after
the preselection described in the following). Within this work pure TL statistics refers
to the events of all three classes, the IC discharge statistics refers to events classified15

as secure ICs and CG discharge statistics refers to events classified as secure CGs.
Consequently, the number of TL events assigned to a lightning-cell is not necessarily
equal to its associated sum of IC and CG strokes. As a consequence, in the context of
investigations about IC-CG relations both discharge characteristics are set in relation
to their sum instead of the TL counts.20

The research data base comprises data recorded from May to September 2008 in
south Germany. The area coverage of the DWD radar in Fürholzen restricts the rad-
TRAM and consequently the ec-TRAM domain to an area of 200km×200km around
the city of Munich. The area of interest is hardly affected by beam blocking, so that
shading effects in the radar beam are no issue in this study. The lightning tracker op-25

erates on a larger domain covering the area between 47.4◦ and 49.2◦ northern latitude
and between 10.3◦ and 13.0◦ eastern longitude. This area belongs to a relatively dense
part of the lightning localization network LINET, where lightning detection is found to
be most accurate (Höller et al., 2009; Betz et al., 2009). This area north of the Alps is
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well known for quickly developing and fast propagating thunderstorms. 50 thunderstorm
days with all types of thunderstorm organization and all ranges of lightning activity were
selected for the statistical part of this work.

The number-density distributions of the absolute amplitudes for IC and CG events
are shown in the left panel of Fig. 3. They range from 1.5kA to more than 20kA and are5

skewed to lower values with their maxima at 3.0kA and 3.5kA, respectively. Relative
to CG results, the distribution for absolute IC amplitudes is skewed to lower discharge
amplitudes. This characteristic is in reasonable agreement with current theoretical ar-
guments (Cooray, 2003). The frequency distribution of discharge heights for IC events
with absolute amplitudes higher or equal to 2.5kA is shown in the right panel of Fig. 3.10

They range from 1km to (more than) 20km with a maximum occurence between 8km
and 9km.

Discharge parameters show local sensitivity variations due to non-uniform sensor
spacing. This circumstance has an influence on the local detection threshold of stroke
currents (decreasing with distance from the sensors) and the minimum detectable15

stroke height (increasing with distance from the sensors). Consequently, as a thunder-
storm propagates through the selected domain, the monitored lightning-cell parameters
would vary not only because of natural evolution but as well because of local variations
of detection efficiency. In order to achieve a monitoring that is quite independent of
network geometry, the lowest stroke current was searched, that could be detected and20

reported in the entire area of study. It turned out, that this current amounts to 2.5kA;
accordingly, all reported strokes with currents larger than 2.5kA were included in the
study. About 92% of the CG and 90% of the IC events of the total data set meet that
criteria. They comprise the data set, which has been used for lightning-cell tracking and
analyses. In an analogous procedure, a minimum IC discharge height of 5.0km was25

introduced. This threshold has only been applied after the cell identification in order to
facilitate reliable IC mean height analyses. About 90% of all IC events with absolute
amplitudes larger than 2.5kA meet this criterion and could be used for IC discharge
height analyses. Although some unrealistically high altitudes can result for IC strokes
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in the immediate vicinity of sensor sites, the maximum values of IC discharge heights
can be considered sufficiently insensitive to the network constellation, so that no max-
imum threshold for IC discharge heights is considered to be necessary.

2.1.2 Procedural steps

The tracking routines rad-TRAM and li-TRAM are based on similar working principles5

first introduced by the thunderstorm-tracking algorithm Cb-TRAM, which relies on satel-
lite data Zinner et al. (2008). In the following, the procedural steps are outlined and
special adjustments and differences are explained. More information can be found in
Kober and Tafferner (2009) and (Zinner et al., 2008).

Step 1: two-dimensional intensity maps. Two different methods are used for10

the processing of radar data and lightning data. Principally, a time sequence of two-
dimensional intensity patterns is retrieved from the primary data source, which captures
the temporal evolution and motion of the tracked features. The value of the original grid
is allocated to the nearest pixels on the ec-TRAM grid. Within the lightning-cell tracker
li-TRAM, on the other hand, lightning-cells are identified based on spatially and tem-15

porally clustered lightning data, which are mapped on lightning-frequency maps. Out
of the preprocessed lightning data sample (described in the previous section) every
2.5min the accumulated lightning data from the preceding 3 min are mapped on the
basic ec-TRAM grid. Hereby, each stroke event is allocated to the nearest grid point.
Then the total number of events is determined for each grid point (pixel). To identify20

and outline electrically active regions, the pixel-wise information is spread to circular
shaped spots with 7pixels (approximately 4.5km) in diameter. Each pixel within this
spot is being assigned the value of the center pixel. To finally generate a lightning in-
tensity map spots with higher values are plotted over spots with lower values, thereby
partly covering areas of lower values (see the middle panel of Fig. 1 and the map25

shown in Fig. 8).
Step 2: displacement vector-field. A general displacement vector-field is calcu-

lated by applying the pyramidal image matching method (Zinner et al., 2008) on two
2186
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subsequent intensity maps (see step 1). The motion of small-scale features is often
superimposed on a large-scale flow. Following a pyramidal scheme the matcher opti-
mizes cost functions in successively refined resolution levels until the full resolution is
reached. In this way a pixel based displacement vector-field is derived, which includes
large-scale as well as small-scale motions. The highest pyramidal level has been set5

to 2, so that applying a search radius of 2N+2 a square box of 16pixels is searched for
matching patterns. This setting works for cell motions up to 140kmh−1. The Gaussian
kernel, which is used to smooth the pattern field before the pattern matching, has a
diameter of 7pixels.

Step 3: fields of interest. The fields of interest, e.g. areas of strong precipitation or10

with electrical activity, are identified and individually marked as cell objects. To iden-
tify regions of intense precipitation, the reflectivity levels are replaced by the respec-
tive radar reflectivity, thus the radar-intensity map of step 1 is transformed to a radar-
reflectivity map. Patterns are smoothed by convolving with a 5pixels×5pixels (approx-
imately 3.5km×3.5km), normalized and rotational-symmetric Gaussian filter. Based15

on the smoothed radar-reflectivity map, coherent reflectivity areas of four or more pix-
els, which exceed a threshold of 33dBZ, are identified as radar-cells (see left panel of
Fig. 1). Coherent areas on the lightning-frequency map with minimum discharge activ-
ity of 1 event(3min)−1 are identified and outlined. Initially, every single event is a priori
recorded as lightning-cell in order not to miss the onset of electrical activity. However,20

appropriate selection criteria have been applied later in accordance with the needs of
the considered analysis problem. According to step 1 the effective search radius to
cluster discharge events to cells is 7pixels or approximately 4.5km (see middle panel
of Fig. 1). The cell-outlines are defined as the identified area, extended by 3pixels (ap-
proximately 2.0km), so that close cells, which most likely do not develop independently,25

are combined. It can be seen in Fig. 1 (left and middle panel) that the identified regions
are generously outlined and also include values below the identification thresholds.
This extension is reasonable considering the underlying aspect of warning for haz-
ardous potential. Based on these cell objects, cell parameters are finally calculated.
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Step 4: cell linking. The tracking and monitoring procedure (TRAM) links detected
cell objects from different time steps and stores the cell patterns in individual cell log-
files. In order to pursue radar-cells from one time step to the next the radar displace-
ment vector-field is applied to radar-cells identified in the previous time step. In this way
it becomes possible to calculate a first-guess of the cell positions for the next time step.5

Cells of two subsequent time steps are linked by identifying overlapping areas between
first-guess and newly identified radar-cells. Lightning-cells are tracked over time by sim-
ply identifying spatial overlaps between previously and currently identified cell objects.
Since every 2.5 min discharge events of the last 3 min are used to cluster lightning-cells,
a time overlap exists in the lightning data, which are used to identify lightning-cells in10

two consecutive time steps. A persistent and active lightning-cell would be identified by
some identical events in two consecutive time steps, which ensure a spatial overlap.
The time step of 2.5 min is half of the radar and ec-TRAM time step, so that it allows a
comparison of time-coincident radar- and lightning-cells in each ec-TRAM time step.

Step 5: spatial cell prognoses Nowcasting of cell position and shape of current15

cells for future time steps can be calculated by repeated application of the displacement
vector-field on the currently identified cells.

2.1.3 Tracking method ec-TRAM

The ec-TRAM routine creates separate log-files for ec-TRAM cells which link the re-
spective radar- and lightning-cell log-files, generated in step 3, so that the original cell20

information remains always accessible. A relational 1 : n : m data base concept has
been introduced to facilitate the implementation. In the ec-TRAM log-files additional
ec-TRAM cell features are recorded. To track one ec-TRAM cell from one time step to
the next, it is first looked for already identified tracks of lightning-cells and radar-cells,
which are part of the current ec-TRAM cell complex. If such a track exists, the cur-25

rent ec-TRAM cell complex is connected to the previous ec-TRAM cell complex, from
which this cell track originates. If no track can be found to connect the current ec-TRAM
cell to an ec-TRAM cell of the previous time step, the cell is considered as newly and
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indenpendently grown and a new cell number with a new cell log-file is assigned. If no
track can be found to pursue an ec-TRAM cell of the previous time step to a current
ec-TRAM cell the cell is considered as dissipated and the respective log-file is closed.
If more than one possible cell track is found, the cell with the largest area is chosen to
pass over the ec-TRAM cell number. Cell splitting and merging processes in ec-TRAM5

are handled in the same way as in rad-TRAM and li-TRAM. The scheme in Fig. 2 il-
lustrates this method. The exemplary ec-TRAM cell track starts with the first detection
of radar-cell R1. The track of radar-cell R1 determines the ec-TRAM track at link 1, 2,
3, and 5. At link 2, 3, and 4 more than one possible cell linkage exist. In all cases the
track of the cell with the largest area determines the ec-TRAM cell track. At link 2 (cell10

splitting) and 3 (cell merging) the cell track of the smaller lightning-cell L1 (dashed light
grey arrow) is dismissed. At link 4 the cell-track of the bigger lightning-cell L2 deter-
mines the ec-TRAM cell track (indicated by the fully drawn light grey arrow) and not the
track of the radar-cell R1 (dashed dark grey arrow).

The possibility of spatial cell nowcasting of ec-TRAM cells has not been considered15

here, because it is not in the focus of the present study.

2.2 Additional data sources

In order to evaluate the information content of cell parameters assessed by the ec-
TRAM method and to exploit the benefit of a combined usage of radar, lightning and
satellite data, time series of selected thunderstorms were complemented with addi-20

tional information derived from three-dimensional polarimetric radar and satellite data.
Volumetric radar data has been provided by the DLR C-band radar POLDIRAD (polar-
ization diversity Doppler radar; Schroth et al., 1988). Selected horizontal PPI (plan po-
sition indicator) and vertical RHI (range height indicator) scans, and information about
the hydrometeor distribution, derived by using the hydrometeor scheme developed by25

Höller et al. (1994), were used to assess the three-dimensional storm dynamics and
the microphysical storm development. Special focus is laid on reliable graupel and hail
information in the mixed phase layer and at the ground. Derived from satellite data, the
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three cell stages, convection initiation (or strong local development), rapid development
(or rapid cooling), and mature thunderstorm in which cell objects are routinely classi-
fied by Cb-TRAM, are included in the comparison. A detailed description of the exact
detection and classification criteria can be found in Zinner et al. (2008). The respective
Cb-TRAM cell tracks were manually selected.5

3 Results

3.1 Cell identification and tracking performance of ec-TRAM

The principal approach of ec-TRAM is to correlate the two-dimensional part of the
three-dimensionally distributed lightning clusters with two-dimensional precipitation
features near the ground via spatial overlap of two-dimensional lightning and radar-10

cells. To verify the ec-TRAM approach in a first step, the structure of radar reflectivity in
some selected thunderstorms at different development stages and at different synop-
tic conditions have been overlaid with their electrical activity represented by discharge
events from 2min prior to 2min after the radar scanning time. The example shown in
Fig. 4 illustrates the possibility to correlate lightning and precipitation cells with the ec-15

TRAM method. The case refers to a thunderstorm that developed on 25 June 2008
in an environment characterized by high wind speeds and strong non-directional wind
shear. It can be seen in the cross-section scan presented in Fig. 4a that IC discharges
were recorded in regions of moderate reflectivity, associated with the storm cores, and
preferentially in areas where reflectivity changes from moderate to high values. The20

vertical section given in Fig. 4a and the low-level scan given in Fig. 4b show that CG
events appear in close vicinity of the high reflectivity ground pattern. Both PPI radar
scans recorded at elevation angles of 1◦ (Fig. 4b) and 8◦ (Fig. 4c) illustrate clearly that
TL activity is found mostly in regions of high reflectivities and, therefore, can indeed be
associated with high reflectivity ground pattern of the same thunderstorm via spatial25

overlap. In contrast to lightning data, which are accumulated over a longer time span,
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radar data capture rather one moment in the storm evolution. The slight displacement
between the lightning active regions and the high reflectivity regions, as observed in
the PPI scans, is due to the evolution (including tilting) the storm experiences dur-
ing the accumulation time of the lightning data. This example illustrates that even for a
high-shear environment the TL pattern and the ground precipitation field have sufficient5

overlap so that the ec-TRAM approach works properly.
In order to achieve proper cell definitions for radar- and lightning-cells three aspects

have to be considered. Firstly, efficient cell assignment must be achieved, which means
that as many cells as possible are to be attributed to cells of the complementary cell
type. Secondly, cell overlap for both cell types must be maximized to ensure a good cell10

assignment-efficiency with simultanuous preservation of reasonable cell sizes. Thirdly,
reliable storm detection with a physically plausible appearance of all three cell types
(lightning- cells, radar-cells, and ec-TRAM cells) and a satisfying tracking performance
of ec-TRAM must be achieved. These rather broadly defined aspects have been veri-
fied visually in several case studies.15

By fulfillment of the first two aspects and consideration of the third aspect, it was
found adequate to employ a fixed reflectivity threshold for identification of radar-cells,
namely 33dBZ. This threshold is supposed to be low enough to detect the rain fields of
thunderstorms in quite an early stage, and to be high enough to distinguish separate
precipitation cores in stratiform rain regions. Lightning-cells are clustered by using light-20

ning data of 3min and applying a search radius of 6km. This set-up might occasionally
miss outliers, but electrically active cores are identified well and enveloped by reason-
ably large contours. Finally, the best accumulation time interval has been found to end
with the corresponding radar mapping time. With this cell identification set-up, 82% of
all lightning-cells could be assigned to time-correlated radar-cells and 52% of all radar-25

cells could be assigned to time-correlated lightning-cells for the 25 June 2008 cases.
Likewise, 60% (35%) of the cell area of all those lightning-cells (radar-cells), which
could be assigned to radar-cells (lightning-cells), overlapped with the area defined for
radar-cell (lightning-cell), respectively.
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A thunderstorm can experience a complex development. It may consist of more than
one updraft core, where old cores dissipate while new cores develop nearby (multicell
storms). Since cell identification criteria are more or less arbitrary, it is a challenge
for each algorithm to track such a storm consistently. The purpose of ec-TRAM is to
identify the overall storm features with the emphasis to track these entities as success-5

ful as possible during their entire development stages while recording their temporal
evolution.

The time sequence shown in Fig. 5 is selected to demonstrate the performance of
ec-TRAM based on a storm which was tracked on 15 May 2008 from 12:35 UTC to
15:55 UTC. It can be seen from the cell conglomerates shown in Fig. 5, that one ec-10

TRAM cell can include more than one internal intensity core. The entire time sequence
shows that single lightning and precipitation cells split and merge due to their iden-
tification criteria. Although smaller cell constituents are sometimes missed, it can be
inferred in the whole time loop of the storm (not shown), that ec-TRAM succeeds in
monitoring a coherent and reasonable storm track. The ec-TRAM maps show that the15

cell constituents behave as a combined entity. Looking into detail it can be inferred that
rad-TRAM would have lost the storm track once, li-TRAM twice. This case study shows
that cell objects, as assessed by ec-TRAM, comprise physically reasonable active dis-
charge and precipitation regions of a thunderstorm.

The example storm from 15 May 2008 shows an unusual and unsteady cell evolu-20

tion. It has been selected, because it allows to discuss the strengths as well as the
weaknesses of ec-TRAM. It has to be pointed out that the majority of storm life-cycles
recorded by ec-TRAM have a simpler cell structure and undergo a much less com-
plex cell development, making it easier for ec-TRAM to achieve a complete picture of
the storm evolution. For the total data set recorded during summer 2008 it was found25

that the vast majority of ec-TRAM cells (73%), which comprise both radar-cell and
lightning-cell components, consist of exactly one radar- and one lightning-cell. 16%
consist of one radar-cell and two or more lightning-cells with, on average, 2.4 lightning-
cells per radar-cell. 5% consist of one lightning-cell and two or more radar-cells with,
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on average, 2.1 radar-cells. Only the residual 6% consist of a conglomerate of two
or more lightning-cells and two or more radar-cells. In comparison, out of the 25 cell-
entries which are recorded as mixed cell-type in the example storm, only 50% consist
of one radar- and one lightning-cell, whereas 16% consist of one radar- and two or
more lightning-cells, and 32% consist of two or more radar- and two or more lightning-5

cells, a picture which is highlighted in Fig. 5b.
The storm track from 15 May 2008 shows a typical example for the observation that

the ec-TRAM approach achieves a more coherent and reasonable cell tracking than
it would have been achieved with rad-TRAM, based on radar data alone, or li-TRAM,
based solely on lightning data. To illustrate this statement, the lifetime distributions are10

compared for all cell tracks recorded during the convective season in 2008 by the three
tracking routines li-TRAM, rad-TRAM, and ec-TRAM. The full lifetime frequency distri-
butions are shown in Fig. 6. This study consideres only completely assessed life cycles.
Incomplete cell tracks, which pass the domain boundaries, as well as cell tracks which
emerge from a cell splitting process or disappear in a cell merging process are excluded15

from the analysis. In general, all three lifetime-distributions of Fig. 6 follow a strongly
declining exponential function. While short-lived cells generally constitute a large frac-
tion, some small fraction of short-lived cell tracks might be explained by shortcomings
of the tracking algorithm, e.g. track artifacts, outliers, dissipating large cells with de-
creasing reflectivity values which eventually fall below the cell identification threshold20

splitting into two or more distinct subcells, or by yet unrecognised insufficiencies of the
algorithm. To facilitate an analysis of the more important long-lived cells, the distribu-
tion functions are also illustrated as box-and-whisker plots complemented by the mean
lifetimes in Fig. 7. Hereby, a threshold of a minimum lifetime of 35 min was set; we note
that this condition excludes most of the small and weak cells that are not of primary25

interest here. Figure 7a illustrates the lifetime distributions for completely recorded cell
tracks. It can be seen that the lifetime distribution of lightning-cell tracks is shifted to
slightly smaller values compared to the lifetimes of radar- and ec-TRAM cell tracks,
which have almost similar characteristics. With a side length of 200km (the diagonal is
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283km) fast propagating storms with velocities around 80kmh−1 would need 150min to
240min to cross the domain. Since long-lived storms are most likely fast propagating,
they are underrepresented in the statistics (also compare Fig. 6). This is why lifetime
distributions which consider all cell tracks, with the inclusion of incompletely recorded
ones, are presented in Fig. 7b. It can be seen, that the statistical means and medians5

are still dominated by the occurrence of short-lived storms. But while for lightning-cell
and radar-cell tracks the lifetime distributions hardly change in comparison to the cor-
responding cases in Fig. 7a, the lifetime distribution for tracks assessed by ec-TRAM
is shifted to somewhat, yet not significantly, higher values. Still, this might be an indica-
tion that the research domain is large enough to assess complete tracks for radar- and10

lightning-cells, but too small to assess complete tracks generated by ec-TRAM, which
restricts the sample of completely assessed tracks to shorter values. Investigating the
cell composition of a total of 4427 cell records, which belong to completely assessed
life cycles recorded by ec-TRAM with lifetimes longer than 35min, 52% of the single
entries are mixed cells which consist of both cell types. 46% consist of only a radar-cell15

and 2% of only a lightning-cell. While 10% (4%, 0%) of all lightning-cell tracks which
were tracked for at least 10min (15min, 20min) are not correlated with any contem-
porary radar-cell, a noticeable fraction of 57% (52%, 39%, 31%, 0%) of all radar-cell
tracks which were tracked for 10min and longer (15min, 25min, 35min, 70min) could
not be related to any contemporary lightning-cell.20

Investigating the character of cell type changes within ec-TRAM cell-tracks, it is found
for 383 cell tracks with lifetimes of 35min and longer, that 72% start as pure radar-cell
and change later to a mixed cell, while 24% start as a mixed cell, where 20% subse-
quently change to a pure radar-cell and 4% to a pure lightning-cell. Remarkably, as
many as 4% start as pure lightning-cell without giving rise to low level radar reflectiv-25

ity above 33dBZ, and change in the following to a mixed cell. Regarding the last cell
type change recorded before the cell dissipates, it is found that in 392 cell tracks with
lifetimes of 35min and longer 68% change from a mixed cell to a radar-cell before they
dissipate. Out of the 20%, which end as mixed cells, 17% change from a pure radar-
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cell and 3% change from a pure lightning-cell to a mixed cell. Finally, 12% change from
a mixed cell to a pure lightning-cell.

3.2 Case-Study of 25 June 2008

The 25 June 2008 is characterized by several heavy thunderstorms. The case study
discussed in the following concerns a supercell, which propagated north of Munich in5

eastern direction. Figure 8 illustrates the stroke activity of that day in the area of inter-
est showing always the maximum stroke rate. The storm track of the example storm
is plotted atop. The thunderstorm activity starts in southern Germany in the midafter-
noon. The DWD surface analysis and the Munich sounding (not shown) indicate that a
prevailing zonal flow moves over a warm surface airmass, which induces high CAPE10

values of about 1000Jkg−1. Strong, unidirectional 0–6km bulk shear winds of more
than 20ms−1 favors the development of well organized storms.

Time-series of selected cell parameters, which are recorded by the ec-TRAM algo-
rithm, are complemented by three-dimensional polarimetric radar data and by satellite
data based cell information provided by the cell tracker Cb-TRAM. Figure 9 shows15

from top to bottom the temporal evolutions of the following parameters: (a) the total
cell areas of radar-cells and lightning-cells (a, top) and selected iso-reflectivity heights
and overshooting cloud top derived from three-dimensional radar data (a, bottom). The
overshooting top height is defined as the difference between the maximum and the
mean anvil top height. (b) The TL, IC, and CG discharge frequencies per cell, which20

is – in accordance with the cell identification criteria – the total number of discharges
recorded during the preceding 3min (b, top), the respective discharge densities per cell
(b, bottom), (c) the relative fraction of IC events to TL amount (c, top), and the precipita-
tion intensity related to the radar-cells (c, bottom). The so-called precipitation intensity,
given as precipitation amount per time interval and cell area in Fig. 9c, is introduced to25

estimate thunderstorm rainfall per area and time on the basis of radar reflectivity cells
(Jones, 1956). This value is only interpreted in qualitative terms and is not to be taken
as a reliable quantitative measure. The first reflectivity core with a maximum reflectivity
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of 33 dBZ is detected at 15:04 UTC in the volumetric radar scan at 4 km height (not
shown in the time-diagrams). It is likely that the cell has been triggered by the outflow
boundary of an older cell with which it merged around 15:30 UTC. The cell merging
is reflected in a sudden increase of all extensive cell parameters and, interestingly, in
discharge density, too. The next volumetric radar scan at 15:15 UTC shows a maximum5

reflectivity of 50dBZ at 5km above ground (not shown in the time-diagrams). 5min later,
at 15:20 UTC, the cell appears for the first time in the ec-TRAM data as the radar re-
flectivity field at the ground exceeds the threshold of 33dBZ and lightning activity starts
at the same time. Graupel and hail are detected in the mixed-phase layer at a height
around 4km five minutes prior to the first electrical discharge. The electrical activity of10

the storm starts with IC events during an enhanced cell growth. The first CG event is
recorded 5min after the first IC event. The ratio of IC to CG discharge activity ranges
widely between 2 and 40 during the whole life cycle. At 15:25 UTC hail is observed
near the ground. At 16:30 UTC a cell splitting is observed in the ground precipitation
patterns and confirmed by the volumetric radar data. An overshooting top is built at that15

time. 15min prior to the cell splitting both TL discharge frequency and density increase
significantly by a factor of two, mostly due to an enhanced IC discharge activity. After
the cell splitting the main electrical activity shifts to the right moving cell and then dimin-
ishes while the precipitation intensity of the radar-cell increases again until it reaches
earlier values. At 16:35 UTC hail at the ground changes to heavy rain. Lightning ac-20

tivity finally stops after 140min. Continuously weakening, the radar-cell persists until it
merges at 16:45 UTC.

The synoptic condition with high CAPE and low directional but high absolute wind
shear is considered to enhance cell-splitting processes (Klemp, 1987). According to
the theory of cell splitting processes, the increase of discharge frequency and den-25

sity, which is observed just before the cell splits, can be attributed to an updraft in-
tensification which is supposed to intensify the charge separation in the updraft core
(Williams et al., 1987; Carey and Rutledge, 1996; Motley et al., 2006). The observed
time-coincident increase of the IC fraction is also found to be in excellent agreement
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with other studies (Williams et al., 1987; Carey and Rutledge, 1996; Williams et al.,
1999) and with the reasonable expectation that an intensified updraft enforces charge
separation in the cloud, provided hail and graupel formation in the mixed-phase layer
is sufficient to induce the non-inductive charging mechanism (Dash et al., 2001; Saun-
ders, 2008). The hereby elevated core suggests an increase mainly in in-cloud activity.5

As the cell splits, the downdraft is supposed to increase. A more significant intensifica-
tion in precipitation intensity at ground level might be expected (Williams et al., 1987)
but is not observed in the precipitation intensity referred to the radar-cell outlines. Al-
though the storm splitting interrupts all parameter trends observed in the time-series
of Fig. 9, the rain intensity per radar-cell shows the tendency to increase during the10

mature stage. It is noted that the CG contribution to TL activity seems to mirror those
patterns as the CG fraction steadily increases during the mature stage. The sudden
increase in in-cloud activity, which precedes the process of cell splitting, interrupts this
trend. After the cell splitting the CG fraction reaches its maximum. This suggests a cor-
relation between convective precipitation intensity and hail occurrence at the ground15

and CG flash rates as it can be expected with a correlated descent of the lower charge
region (Williams et al., 1987; Rutledge and MacGorman, 1988; Carey and Rutledge,
1996; Lopez and Aubagnac, 1997). It has been found earlier that sudden appearance
of high flash rates, a “lightning jump”, precedes so-called “severe” weather events at the
ground, such as large hail and strong downdraft winds (Williams et al., 1999; Schultz20

et al., 2009; Gatlin and Goodman, 2010).
After the cell splitting, when the storm already decays, two significant peaks in TL

and IC discharge density are observed at 17:00 UTC and 17:20 UTC. The peaks are not
significant in terms of discharge frequency. But at the same time a new development of
an overshooting top as well as a spontaneous increasing in iso-reflectivity heights is ob-25

served in the vertical reflectivity patterns, shown as grey bars and green lines in Fig. 9a.
This indicates that, at the times of discharge intensification, the storm experiences a
short vertical cell growth, while the cell base continuously shrinks. Figure 10 shows
a storm cross-section during the last updraft intensification at 17:20 UTC. This cross
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section can be compared with Fig. 4, which shows storm scans of the same storm
between 16:22 UTC and 16:28 UTC which is right before the time ec-TRAM records
cell splitting in the ground precipitation field. Right before the cell splitting the storm
has a high reflectivity core with a broad precipitation area and lightning incidents are
widely spread. At 17:20 UTC the storm exhibits a high reaching reflectivity core and a5

significant overshooting top, but a narrow storm structure and lightning events occur
compact in the upper updraft region, well above the graupel region.

The satellite data based algorithm Cb-TRAM records the cell as rapidly develop-
ing for the first time at 14:35 UTC which is 45min prior to the ec-TRAM algorithm. At
15:15 UTC the Cb-TRAM algorithm classifies the cell stage as mature thunderstorm,10

well in accordance with the onset of lightning activity (note that lightning data are not
used in the Cb-TRAM algorithm). Thereafter, the Cb-TRAM severity parameters remain
stable during the rest of the cell lifetime until the Cb-TRAM cell merges with another
cell at 17:30 UTC. A detailed quantitative comparison between Cb-TRAM contours and
ec-TRAM contours has not been done in the present study.15

4 Conclusions

The new hybrid thunderstorm tracking algorithm ec-TRAM is found to be a fast, reli-
able, and applicable two-dimensional storm tracking method. The approach proved to
be useful by identifying radar- and lightning-data based cells in two independently oper-
ating procedural steps and to merge both tracking information every time step anew in20

a separate subsequent step. The developed method guarantees that the tracking infor-
mation of both algorithms always complements each other. For example, a comparison
of storm track duration (Fig. 6) shows that rad-TRAM and li-TRAM have equal tracking
performances, but both tend to be outperformed by ec-TRAM. The limited domain mar-
gins constrain the comparison. An illustration for the ec-TRAM tracking performance25

is given by the evolution of a thunderstorm with a rather complex evolution (Fig. 5).
Both rad-TRAM and li-TRAM would have lost the storm track, while ec-TRAM achieved
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a coherent, accurate, and physically reasonable cell track due to the chosen approach
to process radar-cells and lightning-cells simultaneously. This example also illustrates
that ec-TRAM improves the information content about storm structure and develop-
ment by considering a combination of both storm features, intense precipitation and
electrically active regions, to more informative cell complexes. Hereby, it can be seen5

that the chosen cell identification definitions were sufficiently well optimized since they
assess and contour most storm cells, which are found spatially close enough to be
considered as part of the same storm complex.

The interaction of lightning and radar signatures with regard to the temporal storm
development has been exploited statistically by employing ec-TRAM for an observation10

period lasting from May 2008 to September 2008. The complete ec-TRAM data sam-
ple comprises 518 completely and 797 incompletely assessed thunderstorm tracks
with a minimum lifetime of 35 min. This provides a solid background for the following
statistical conclusions. A large fraction of ec-TRAM low-reflectivity radar-cells (46 % of
ec-TRAM cell entries) is not accompanied by a lightning-cell. This can be explained by15

the rather low detection threshold of 33 dBZ. On the one hand intensified precipitation
is generally detected before lightning activity starts (in 72 % of the ec-TRAM cell-tracks)
and after lightning activity ends (in 68 % of the ec-TRAM cell-tracks) and on the other
hand precipitation cells are monitored which do not generate any electrical discharge
(31 % of radar-cell tracks with lifetimes of 35 min and longer are recorded without any20

contemporary lightning-cell). The negligible amount of pure lightning-cells (2 % of ec-
TRAM cell entries) indicates that electrical discharge activity generally goes along with
intensified ground precipitation and rarely precedes (4 % of the ec-TRAM cell-tracks)
or lasts longer (12 % of the ec-TRAM cell-tracks) than intensified ground precipitation.
While discharge activity, which can be tracked longer than 15 min, is always accompa-25

nied by intense ground precipitation, a considerable fraction of about 50 % shows in-
tense precipitation-cells with lifetimes between 10 and 70 min that are recorded without
any discharge activity. Yet, more persistent precipitation-cells with lifetimes longer than
70 min are always accompanied by lightning. The reason for this observation might be
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that long-lived storms most likely belong to another category of storms than short-lived
storms. The former ones rather comprise supercells and multi-cells, which are char-
acterised by more complex storm structures and vigorous internal dynamics generally
producing heavy precipitation and lightning.

The acquirements, interpreted in terms of a thunderstorm life-cycle, contribute to5

a better understanding of the general picture of the conceptual storm model. The pre-
sented results also imply that in the ec-TRAM approach radar-cells can be well used
as early warning for the onset of lightning activity; of course, the false alarm rate must
be evaluated more carefully.

The temporal evolution of a supercell, which has been monitored on 25 June 2008,10

gives an example for an interesting storm life-cycle. A detailed study, where ec-TRAM
cell parameters were complemented with three-dimensional polarimetric radar data,
found both temporal evolution and parameter correlations of the storm in general good
agreement with conceptual storm models. Especially the discharge frequency and den-
sity, their temporal evolution, and the IC fraction clearly reflect the actual storm dynam-15

ics, where a clear proportional relation is found with updraft intensification and decease.
Although an interruption, which can be attributed to a storm splitting, is reflected in the
lifetime-diagrams, the rain intensity per radar-cell shows the general trend to increase
during the mature stage. It is noted that the CG contribution to TL activity mirrors these
patterns as the CG fraction steadily increases during the mature stage. The satellite20

data based algorithm Cb-TRAM assesses the convective initiation of the thunderstorm
45 min prior to the first electrical discharges. However, no information is given about
further internal cell evolution once the cloud top has reached the tropopause. Exten-
sive vertical cell growth and hail and graupel occurrence in the mixed-phase layer of
the cloud, detected in the polarimetric radar data, precede the onset of significant light-25

ning activity by 15 min and 5 min, respectively. Similar lead times were reported in other
studies where they were found between 5 and 20 min (Bringi et al., 1997; Altaratz et al.,
2001; Motley et al., 2006). From this study it can be concluded that ec-TRAM is a feasi-
ble method to identify and track thunderstorms in high spatial and temporal resolution.
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The detection of radar-cells can be used as pre-warning for the onset of electrical ac-
tivity, but a false alarm rate must be considered, which starts with about 60 % for newly
identified radar-cells and decreases to 52, 39, 31, 0 % with increasing cell lifetimes of
15, 25, 35, and 70 min, respectively. A higher reflectivity threshold used to identify the
radar-cells could quite possibly reduce the false alarm rate.5

Ec-TRAM provides the bases to investigate thunderstorm life-cycles in detail in case
studies or by statistical means. The relationships found between lightning flash char-
acteristics and radar features are promising, especially when considering the fact, that
previous studies mainly focussed on individual case studies of severe weather events
and then often relied only on parts of the storm evolution (Dotzek et al., 2001; Fehr10

et al., 2005; Carey et al., 2005; Steiger et al., 2007a,b). Future studies will be re-
quired to investigate the predictability and reliability of cell displacement and evolution-
ary trends.

The new tracking routine li-TRAM identifies the storm position, extension, and
motion. Furthermore, it assesses the storm intensity and actual dynamics of an15

electrically active storm in high spatial and temporal resolution. The successful
performance encourages the usage of high-quality lightning data for thunderstorm
nowcasting as an independent data source. In this study LINET data proved to be
highly qualified for that purpose. The high amount of data (detection efficiency) and
the compact appearance of recorded discharge sources (location accuracy) allow20

a narrow accumulation time interval of 3 min for cell clustering. In comparison, other
lightning-cell trackers are obliged to use accumulation times of 10 min, 15 min and
more (Bertram and Mayr, 2004; Bonelli and Marcacci, 2008; Rossi et al., 2010).
Because of the short accumulation time rapid changes in discharge characteristics
can be resolved by li-TRAM. Especially, the knowledge about the actual dynamics has25

the potential to predict the near-future storm development. Due to the IC height infor-
mation provided by LINET lightning data, three-dimensional thunderstorm properties
that do not need to be tracked separately, could be retrieved in a two-dimensional
storm tracking. A reliable investigation about the information content of total lightning
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data and IC height information with statistical background is left to other studies. The
fixed thresholds set for cell identification could be complemented by a multiple or
adaptive threshold scheme, like it is used in other tracking routines (Hering et al., 2004;
Handwerker, 2002; Dixon and Wiener, 1993), to obtain more detailed information
about the internal storm structure by resolving internal intensity cores. A data fusion5

with innovative radar data and satellite data can further improve the knowledge about
actual storm stage and development including the identification of convection initiation,
the onset of cloud electrification, intermediate vertical developments and finally the
storm dissipation.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the ec-TRAM cell identification. Upper left: radar-cells (white contours)
identified by rad-TRAM based on a two dimensional radar reflectivity field (blue shaded with
reflectivity values above the detection threshold colored yellow). Upper right: lightning-cells
(white contour) identified by li-TRAM based on a two dimensional lightning frequency map (red
shaded). Lower panel: Overlay of radar-cells and lightning-cells with the cell outlines, identified
by ec-TRAM, drawn yellow in dashed line-style. The lower ec-TRAM cell consists of a radar-cell
(white contour) and a lightning-cell (red contour). The upper ec-TRAM cell consists of a radar-
cell only. TL events are marked by green crosses.
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the method used to track ec-TRAM cells from one time step to
the next. Identified lightning-cells and their tracks are drawn in light grey, radar-cells and their
identified tracks in dark grey. The tracked ec-TRAM cell is outlined with dashed, black contours.
The final ec-TRAM cell track is drawn in a full and dismissed track in dashed line styles.
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Fig. 3. The number density distributions of (left) absolute discharge amplitudes calculated for
the total lightning data set and (right) for the IC discharge heights of those lightning events with
amplitudes greater than 2.5 kA.
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Fig. 4. Reflectivity scans of the example storm recorded by POLDIRAD on 25 June 2008.
Electrical discharge events recorded by LINET from 2 min prior to 2 min after the radar mapping
times are illustrated. Red indicates IC events, green CG events. (a) RHI scan. To better visualize
distant CG events the LINET ground strike points are plotted at 1.5 km height. (b) PPI scan
recorded with an elevation angle of 1◦. (c) PPI scan recorded with an elevation angle of 8◦.
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Fig. 5. Ec-TRAM snapshots showing a time sequence of the example storm recorded on 15
May 2008. Cell contours, cell centers, cell numbers, and the ec-TRAM cell tracks are shown.
Lightning-cell parameters are red, radar-cell parameters white colored. The cells identified and
tracked by ec-TRAM are highlighted by yellow dashed contours. The real outlines follow exactly
the radar- and lightning-cell outlines. In this sequence, the identified radar-cell tracks determine
the tracks recorded by ec-TRAM and therefore are drawn white. Electrical discharge events of
3 min are indicated, CG events by green, IC events by red crosses. This storm undergoes an
exceptional complicated evolution, including multi-component cell structures (b) and several
simultaneous cell splitting (a to b) and merging processes (b to c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 06: Cell lifetime frequency distribution of completely
assessed cell tracks for (a) lightning-cells recorded by li-
TRAM, (b) radar-cells recorded by rad-TRAM, and (c) cells
recorded by ec-TRAM. The number of solitude cell entries
is for li-TRAM 6080, rad-TRAM 4565, and ec-TRAM 3480.
In all three distributions the number of cells with lifetimes up
to 55 min is shown on separate scales.

Fig. 07: Comparison between lifetime frequency distribu-
tions for cell tracks recorded by li-TRAM, rad-TRAM, and
ec-TRAM. The minimum duration is set to 35 min (see text).
The median, 25th, and 75th quantile are plotted as red-blue
box-and-whisker plots complemented by the mean values
marked as green diamonds. Distributions are shown for com-
pletely assessed cell tracks (left) and all recorded cell-tracks
comprising complete and incomplete tracks (right). Total
number of tracks used for the calculation is written below
the respective labeling.

cell
merging

cell
splitting

Fig. 08: Accumulated lightning intensity map for the exam-
ple day 25 June 2008. The lightning frequency per pixel of
3 min accumulated lightning data for every 2.5 min time step
as described in Sect. 2.1.2 are shown in red shades. The cov-
erage of the radar in Fürholzen is marked by the upper right
rectangle. The cell track of the supercell discussed in the text
is highlighted.

Fig. 6. Cell lifetime frequency distribution of completely assessed cell tracks for (a) lightning-
cells recorded by li-TRAM, (b) radar-cells recorded by rad-TRAM, and (c) cells recorded by
ec-TRAM. The number of solitude cell entries is for li-TRAM 6080, rad-TRAM 4565, and ec-
TRAM 3480. In all three distributions the number of cells with lifetimes up to 55 min is shown
on separate scales.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 06: Cell lifetime frequency distribution of completely
assessed cell tracks for (a) lightning-cells recorded by li-
TRAM, (b) radar-cells recorded by rad-TRAM, and (c) cells
recorded by ec-TRAM. The number of solitude cell entries
is for li-TRAM 6080, rad-TRAM 4565, and ec-TRAM 3480.
In all three distributions the number of cells with lifetimes up
to 55 min is shown on separate scales.

Fig. 07: Comparison between lifetime frequency distribu-
tions for cell tracks recorded by li-TRAM, rad-TRAM, and
ec-TRAM. The minimum duration is set to 35 min (see text).
The median, 25th, and 75th quantile are plotted as red-blue
box-and-whisker plots complemented by the mean values
marked as green diamonds. Distributions are shown for com-
pletely assessed cell tracks (left) and all recorded cell-tracks
comprising complete and incomplete tracks (right). Total
number of tracks used for the calculation is written below
the respective labeling.

cell
merging

cell
splitting

Fig. 08: Accumulated lightning intensity map for the exam-
ple day 25 June 2008. The lightning frequency per pixel of
3 min accumulated lightning data for every 2.5 min time step
as described in Sect. 2.1.2 are shown in red shades. The cov-
erage of the radar in Fürholzen is marked by the upper right
rectangle. The cell track of the supercell discussed in the text
is highlighted.

Fig. 7. Comparison between lifetime frequency distributions for cell tracks recorded by li-TRAM,
rad-TRAM, and ec-TRAM. The minimum duration is set to 35 min (see text). The median, 25th,
and 75th quantile are plotted as red-blue box-and-whisker plots complemented by the mean
values marked as green diamonds. Distributions are shown for completely assessed cell tracks
(left) and all recorded cell-tracks comprising complete and incomplete tracks (right). Total num-
ber of tracks used for the calculation is written below the respective labeling.
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cell
merging

cell
splitting

Fig. 8. Accumulated lightning intensity map for the example day 25 June 2008. The lightning
frequency per pixel of 3 min accumulated lightning data for every 2.5 min time step as described
in Sect. 2.1.2 are shown in red shades. The coverage of the radar in Fürholzen is marked by
the upper right rectangle. The cell track of the supercell discussed in the text is highlighted.
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Fig. 9. Lifetime-diagrams of selected cell parameters for the thunderstorm case-study from 25
June 2008. (a) Radar- and lightning-cell areas (top) and iso-reflectivity heights (green) and
estimated overshooting top height relative to the cloud top level derived from POLDIRAD radar
data (grey bars) (bottom). (b) 3 minute TL stroke rates per cell (top) and per respective lightning-
cell area (bottom). (c) IC fraction to TL stroke rate (top) and precipitation “intensity” per radar-
cell area as described in text (bottom).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 09: Lifetime-diagrams of selected cell parameters for
the thunderstorm case-study from 25 June 2008. (a) Radar-
and lightning-cell areas (top) and iso-reflectivity heights
(green) and estimated overshooting top height relative to the
cloud top level derived from POLDIRAD radar data (grey
bars) (bottom). (b) 3 minute TL stroke rates per cell (top)
and per respective lightning-cell area (bottom). (c) IC frac-
tion to TL stroke rate (top) and precipitation ’intensity’ per
radar-cell area as described in text (bottom).
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(b)

Fig. 010: POLDIRAD RHI scan of the example storm
from 25 June 2008 at the time of updraft intensification at
17:20 UTC with (a) the reflectivity map and (b) the respec-
tive hydrometeor classification after Höller et al. (1994).

Fig. 10. POLDIRAD RHI scan of the example storm from 25 June 2008 at the time of updraft
intensification at 17:20 UTC with (a) the reflectivity map and (b) the respective hydrometeor
classification after Höller et al. (1994).
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